In this paper, we propose a limited feedback transmission based on precoding mechanism for multiple-input multiple-output ( MIMO) 
Introduction
Multiple-input Multiple-output (MIMO) is well known to combat the fading and improve the spectral efficiency for wireless communication systems [1] . Spatial multiplexing and space-time block coding (STBC) are two core ideas of MIMO systems. Spatial multiplexing is a simple MIMO signaling approach that achieves large spectral efficiencies with only moderate transmitter complexity but suffers increases in the probability of error due to diversity deficiency [2] . On the contrary, STBC realizes spatial diversity by introducing temporal and spatial correlations into the signals transmitted from different antennas, whereas sacrifices data rate growth [3] .
Limited feedback from the receiver enables beamforming/precoding at the transmitter, which can reduce the interference among antennas/or users, thus not only enhancing the MIMO channel throughput and/or reliability, but also simplifying the transceiver design [4] [5] [6] [7] considers the Grassmannian packing approach in MIMO precoder design with limited feedback. These precoding methods provide probability of error improvements compared with unprecoded MIMO systems, but do not always guarantee full diversity order and full rate growth. This follows from the fact that linear precoding usually limit the number of data streams transmitted in order to obtain improved error rate [8] . Thus, a modified version of linear precoding called multimode precoding is proposed in [9] . It varies the number of substreams contained in the precoded spatial multiplexing vector, assuming that the transmitted data -rate is independent of the number of substreams chosen for transmission. This allows the transmitter to adapt the signal using a combination of linear precoding and adaptive modulation. The number of substreams is referred as to transmission mode. It achieves full rate and full diversity (FRFD) if the number of feedback bits is not small.
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In this paper, we propose a new limited feedback transmission scheme named as supermode transmission. It merges MM-MIMO and MM-STBC without increasing the number of feedback bits. It allows different degree of freedom (DOF) depending on the current CSI and different transmission scheme with the same DOF. Compared to MM -MIMO and MM-STBC, the supermode can promise that the optimal transmission scheme is always selected and thus provides a better performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we define the system model. In Section III, we derive the union bound for the system. The selection criteria are presented in Section IV. Numerical results are given in Section IV. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.
System Model
We consider a MIMO communication system with M t transmit antennas and M r receive antennas, shown in Fig. 1 . The system contains a transmitter with a switcher between MM-MIMO and MM-STBC, and a receiver that uses an estimate of the propagation channel to decide the optimal mode and corresponding precoder, and convey to the transmitter with a low-rate error-free feedback path. linear precoding matrix P i maps s to an M t -dimensional spatial signal that is transmitted on M t timing errors and frequency offsets, the received signal vector is given by transmit antennas. Neglecting symbol timing errors and frequency offsets, the received signal vector is given by (1) Where F(.) stands for a transmission codeword which is either s or a 2  M spacetime codewords in term of the current channel condition.
We employ a block-fading model where the channel is constant over multiple frames before independently taking a new realization, and assume that H has i.i.d entries with zero mean and unit variance distributions. The noise N is the additive white Gaussian noise with i.i.d zero mean and unit variance entries. In this paper, we assume that the   receiver perfectly knows the effective channel HP i and uses a maximum-likelihood (ML) codeword detection. The metric of interest is the pairwise error probability (PEP). The optimal precoder thus should be selected maximizing the minimum distance. i.e.,
po (2) where ŝ = s -s with s is the hypothesized symbol vector. Since the closed-form of PEP is extremely difficult to be achieved, we consider deriving a union bound of PEP. Note that the Euclidean distance in (2) is bounded as (3) where
and L denotes the transmission duration. From (3), we observe that the union bound of PEP for the supermode scheme is equivalent to the PEP of the transmission scheme which transmits F(s) L times with L 1 energy and P i at the ith time slot, i.e.,
vectors. Therefore, we can derive the closed-form PEP for the above equivalent transmission instead of the union bound for the supermode scheme.
Union Bound Derivation

MM-MIMO
We firstly consider the MM-MIMO scheme, i.e.,
 
F  ss . The key difference between MM-MIMO and the precoded spatial multiplexing is that M is adapted using current channel conditions. The value of M is thus referred as to the mode of the precoder. To make the comparison fair, the overall data rate R is fixed. Note that this means the size of the constellations for modes will be different. By introducing the SVD of
, the ML detection metric is given as Hence, the difference between the metric for the correct and incorrect hypotheses is given as
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Copyright ⓒ 2014 SERSC Corollary 1. For a MM-MIMO system with a fixed transmit rate R, the union bound of PEP with mode M and the corresponding codebook with N M precoders is given as
The proof follows [11]. We will not illustrate here due to the limited space.
MM-STBC
The difference between MM-STBC and MM-MIMO is that MM-STBC utilizes a multiple number of 2-by-2 Alamouti orthogonal STBC [3] . Recalling of the expression of the received signal vector for MM-STBC scheme during one transmission block which includes two time slots [10], we have
After L times transmission block, the channel matrix can be described as 
The covariance matrix of Y is thus given as
tr P P tr P P tr P P tr P P
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We can observe that eigenvalues of
occur in L sets of 2M r equal eigenvalues in the MM-STBC while L sets of M r equal eigenvalues in MM-MIMO. By using the similar procedure of corollary 1, we achieve the following corollary. 
Mode Selection Criterion
If feedback bits for modes are determined in advance, the optimal mode and precoder should be selected providing the smallest instantaneous error rate since we consider an average PEP as a performance measurement. However, the closed-form expressions for the instantaneous PEP are not available. Therefore, we still employ a union bound for asymptotically tight selection. Note that
Instead of using the average covariance matrices, the instantaneous channel realization of the effective channel is considered for each transmission time slot. The only difference between the instantaneous channel realization and average covariance matrix is that the eigenvalues occur in one set of M r and 2M r unequal eigenvaues for MM-MIMO and MM-STBC, respectively. Therefore, it is not difficult to achieve the following 
The mode and precoder selection criteria can be modeled as the following problems,
Where C M denotes the codebook of precoders for mode M. The function (15) corresponds to finding the optimal precoder from an allocated codebook C M conditioned on a specific mode number M. The mode number is determined in (15) using the optimal precoder for each mode. Thus the receiver would send both the chosen mode number and optimal precoder given that mode back to the transmitter.
Numerical Results and Discussions
We consider a MIMO communication system equipped with four transmit and two receive antennas. We apply Grassmanian pack approach to generate precoders for both MM-STBC and MM-MIMO [9, 10] .
. Consequently, the corresponding constellations are 16QAM and 4QAM. For comparison, MM-MIMO using a minimum eigenvalue criterion (ME) with a dual mode and MM-STBC using a ME criteion with a dual mode are two baseline schems.
In Figure 2 two feedback bits are assumed to be available. We observe that the MM-MIMO with a UB criterion outperforms the MM-MIMO with a ME criterion, particularly in low SNR regime, and so does MM-STBC. That is because the mode and precoder selection criterion is based on the union bound which predicts more accurately than the MS in low SNR regime, and approaches the performance of the ME at high SNR regime. Since the feedback bits are very limited, the MM-MIMO lacks of diversity compared to the MM-STBC. The MM-STBC thus shows better performance than the MM-MIMO. We notice that the supermode transmission achieves about 0.5dB and 1dB at the error rate 10 -2 , compared to MM-MIMO with UB and MM-STBC with UB, respectively. At approximately SNR=10dB, the performance of supermode approaches that of the MM-STBC. That is because the MM-STBC always outperforms MM-MIMO when SNR is high, and is selected for transmitting signals in the supermode transmission. Figure 3 illustrates the performance of the supermode scheme when the number of feedback bits is assumed to be four. It is not surprised that MM-MIMO benefits from more beamforming gain for large feedback bits and shows better performance than MM-STBC. The union bound based selection criterion provides better performance than the ME based one. Moreover, the supermode scheme still provides better performance than MM-MIMO and MM-STBC at low SNR regime. As SNR increases, MM-MIMO is always better MM-STBC. Hence, the supermode scheme shows the same performance as MM-MIMO when SNR approximately approaches 8dB. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a supermode transmission scheme with limited feedback 43 for MIMO-based systems. We first derived a closed-form union bound for PEP, which reveals dependencies on the channel realization and provides a more accurate measure of error rate performance. The supermode transmission uses the union bound as selection criterion such that the selected transmission scheme is always optimal in term of the instantaneous CSI, and thus provides better performance than MM -MIMO and MM-STBC with the same feedback bits, in particular, at low SNR regime. However, the solution of the feedback bits allocating problem is achieved via exhausted search. A more efficient distribution method is thus required.
